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kills development and enhancement is a key pillar of the SA Automotive Masterplan 2035. Global experience has
shown that countries which place a high emphasis on skills and related human resource development also prove
to be amongst the most competitive in the automotive manufacturing sector. This principle can be expected to
intensify as the form of manufacturing changes at a rapid pace.

Yet results from the The South African Automotive Supplier Industry Benchmark Report 2019, show that half of
local suppliers spend 1.0% or less of their remuneration bill on training and development of people. Even in the less
developed countries, comparator suppliers spend 1.5% on average. Whatever the reasons for that, it’s incumbent on
us to find ways of addressing this in a way that contributes to long term competitiveness enhancement.
A commonly heard reason amongst suppliers has been difficulty in getting MerSETA, the primary agency mandated
for skills development in our sector, to focus on programmes and qualifications that specifically suit the component
manufacturing companies, and also address administrative deficiencies. NAACAM has worked extensively to begin
addressing this concern with MerSETA and is pleased to announce that, in the coming year, MerSETA will be constituting
a chamber focussed exclusively on component manufacturers. This brings our sector in line with the OEMs and tyre
manufacturers who both have chambers of their own. This will ensure much greater representation and dedicated
research and implementation focus to drive skills outcomes that can positively impact our sector.
NAACAM has also formed a partnership with the International Youth Foundation, a global NGO which offers support
in many areas affecting skills development, including preparing young people with the skills they need to get the jobs
employers are looking to fill. The proposed project we are looking to run with them will influence the TVET curriculum
and training capabilities in a way that matches needs in the automotive components industry.
NAACAM is further aiming to increase access to various online skills development programmes, with recently appointed
Commercial Director, Shivani Singh, working hard to develop a programme of activity and special access for NAACAM
members.
Shaping the skills agenda is clearly an important part of the NAACAM strategy going forward, but of course the results
of this will reflect the extent to which members participate in, and influence what we do. Feel free to get in touch with
us if there is any contribution or guidance you may want to share.
Regards

Renai
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Women in Automotive Sector honoured at Festival of Motoring

T

the premier national Wesbank V8 Supercar series, as well as a
special Career Achievement award for Gumtree's own Linda du
Preez, the first female fleet sales manager in South Africa.

he second annual Gumtree
Women in Autos Conference,
hosted by The Festival of
Motoring at Kyalami on the 23rd
of August, honoured women from
the automotive industry with peernominated awards.
"A theme from last year's event was
Women honouring Women which is
why we decided to let the motoring
industry nominate candidates for
their work across categories such
as Human Resources, Admin
and Finance, Marketing, Retail
and Leadership. The public and their peers then voted for their
favourites. We received hundreds of nominations and thousands
of entries," says Claire Cobbledick, GM of Gumtree South Africa.

The awards were preceded by inspiring speeches from top women
in the industry including Inspectacar CEO Pertunia Sibanyoni,
Nissan Africa Head of Corporate Relations and Communications
Nthabiseng Motsepe, Commercial Director of NAACAM Shivani
Singh (pic left), Ford CX Manager Maja Smith and Head of
Volkswagen Brand Martina Biene while South Africa's first black
superbike racer, Morongoa Mahope shared the stage with her 12year old daughter and fellow racer Tsholofelo.

Meet Honey Mamabolo

......one of our #WomenInAuto for the month of August. Honey
runs Thebe Unico, a chemical supplier to multiple local OEMs.
"The true mark of a leader is an ability to develop others,
unearthing potential in people," says Honey on being a female
chief executive.

The winners included:
· Janine van der Post, Wheels24 – Winner: Excellence in
Journalism
· Marcia Mayaba, Dealer Principal: Barloworld Motor Retail –
Winner: Excellence in Leadership
· Emma Demmer, Dealer Principal: McCarthy Volkswagen
Umhlanga – Winner: Excellence in Purchasing and/or Retail
· Tashta Bhana, PR Manager: Audi South Africa – Winner:
Excellence in Marketing & Communications
· Lisa Mallett, Marketing & Communications Director: Jaguar
Landrover South Africa – Winner: Excellent Performance as
an Executive
· Nolwazi Ntshingila, HR Clerk: McCarthy – Winner: Excellence
in HR, Finance and/or Admin
There were also special nominations honouring race driver and
road safety advocate Clare Vale, the first female to participate in
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Local manufacturing opportunities lie in
deeper localisation – NAACAM
National Association of Automotive Component and Allied Manufacturers commercial
director Shivani Singh believes South Africa’s automotive manufacturing growth
opportunities lie in deeper localisation involving tier one, two and three manufacturers, as
the majority of components are currently imported.
In this respect, Singh noted that there should be a focus on using equity and accounts,
when available, for manufacturers to locally produce raw materials and components for
the automotive sector.
Meanwhile, South African Capital Equipment and Export Council CEO Eric Bruggeman
pointed out that South Africa imported R178-billion worth of goods in the last financial
year, amounting to about 6% of its gross domestic product.
However, considering that there are a lack of suppliers in the manufacturing sector, Singh
suggested that allied industries need to become involved, especially if they have the
capability and competence.
This could assist in transforming South Africa from a consumer-driven society to a worldclass producer and manufacturer, with increasing local and export opportunities, Madala
& Associates CEO Diley Naidoo noted.
He added that manufacturing offered the greatest potential to create jobs at respectable
pay levels for unskilled and semiskilled workers, with an estimated 90% of jobs expected
to come from small, medium-sized and microenterprises (SMMEs) by 2030.
However, partnerships and training would be key before a company could look at local
content, Bruggeman noted.
SMMEs would also need to stop “leaning on government and do it [themselves]”, he
averred.
Additionally, Rifle-Shot Performance Holdings CEO and co-founder Ian Huntly said that,
while there was a lot of excitement surrounding the Fourth Industrial Revolution, SMMEs
needed to be mindful of “where they really are right now”.
Here, he suggested that businesses identify their problem areas and address these, while
also getting process reliability under control, and improving quality and dependability,
speed, flexibility and cost.

ZF starts production in East London, South Africa
ZF Lemförder SA (Pty) Ltd opened a
new plant in East London in May 2019.
Only nine months after the nomination,
the new Plant commenced production
of front and rear axles for its customer,
Mercedes-Benz South Africa.

460 employees, the company achieved
sales of €175 million in 2018.

“We are expanding our global footprint by
opening our new plant in East London,”
states Dr. Peter Holdmann, Head of
ZF’s Car Chassis Technology Division.
“Additionally, we are strengthening the
relationship with one of our strategic
customers and with the region.”
Proximity to international customers is
of great significance to the ZF Group
to ensure a just-in-sequence supply
chain. Following the ‘local for local’
principle, ZF will continue to consistently
expand its global market presence.
As a new supplier in the East London
Industrial Development Zone (ELIDZ),
ZF Friedrichshafen AG will contribute to
the growth of the automotive industry in the region as well as its own
market presence.
At the newly established East London facility, ZF currently employs 200
people. The new plant has a production capacity of up to 150.000 axle
sets per year. The chassis, including all actuators and axle systems,
will continue to play a central role in the safety, comfort and efficiency
of vehicles in the future. In South Africa, ZF is present in five locations:
Cape Town, Pretoria, Johannesburg, Durban and East London. With

Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA)
is proud to announce its partnership
with global technology company, ZF
Friedrichshafen AG in the region. Based
on a project called Vertical Integration, ZF
supplies MBSA with Front and Rear Axle
Modules. As a leader in the automotive
industry, Mercedes-Benz constantly
works towards the contracting of
suppliers that will contribute significantly
to the implementation of the company’s
strategy of value creation, quality and
innovation.
CEO of Mercedes-Benz South Africa and
Executive Director for Manufacturing,
Andreas Engling, stated, “Through the
reduction of our own vertical integration,
the company seeks to further contribute to
the creation of jobs in the supply chain industry; increase transformation
efforts and ensure long term sustainability of the next generation of
vehicles at MBSA.” It is a Daimler plant standard to increase production
capacity and flexibility in order to achieve higher volumes in a shortened
space of time. The new project will allow the Mercedes-Benz East London
Plant to increase volume outputs, optimize the assembly line and achieve
commercial synergies. As with all other Daimler plants, axle assemblies
are to be externally supplied by 2020. Through a rigorous commercial
process, ZF was nominated as the axle assembly supplier in March 2018.
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Tyre manufacturer takes top accolade at
KZN Investor Awards 2019

t the KZN Investor Awards 2019, tyre manufacturer Sumitomo
Rubber South Africa (Pty) Ltd, known as Sumitomo Dunlop,
walked away with the main award of the evening – the KZN
Investor of the Year Award for 2019. The inaugural event,
hosted by the KwaZulu-Natal Economic Development, Tourism and
Environmental Affairs Department (KZN EDTEA) and its agency - Trade
and Investment KZN (TiKZN) was held at the Durban International
Conference Centre in Durban, KZN on Thursday 12th September.
Sumitomo Dunlop also scooped two major category awards for Most
Impactful Investor and Major Capital Investor.

corporate citizen, as business priority and being joint-winner of the Most
Impactful Investor Award is evidence that we are indeed on track with
that” Haffejee said. “For the Major Capital Investor Award, Sumitomo
Dunlop competed with giants from various industries including Sappi
and Transnet. This category is reserved for an investment of over R1
billion. We are extremely proud to be ranked so highly, showcasing our
commitment to investment in the region.”
For more, visit https://www.dunloptyres.co.za/ and
http://www.srigroup.co.za/home

“To be chosen as the KZN Investor of the Year is a great honour for our
business.” says Riaz Haffejee, CEO of Sumitomo Rubber South Africa.
“Safety, enterprise and skill development are aspects of business that
are especially close to my heart. We recognise that the promotion
of the entrepreneurial spirit is vitally important for the health of the
economy as it boosts productivity and diversifies opportunity in our
society. This award is evidence that the dedication and passion with
which we approach the manufacturing of tyres for the African continent,
always placing safety, innovation and technology as a priority, is not
only of benefit to our business but also to our customers, communities
and our province.”
The Most Impactful Investor Award was bestowed on Sumitomo Dunlop
for the company’s Enterprise Development initiatives which include the
impactful Dunlop Container Programme. The programme now boasts
over 120 branded Dunlop Containers across the country. Working
closely with the KZN EDTEA, Sumitomo Dunlop seeks to develop
young entrepreneurs with a strong focus on supplier development,
driving local procurement of goods and services.
The investment of over R2.1 billion into the Sumitomo Rubber South
Africa manufacturing facility in Ladysmith put Sumitomo Dunlop in the
running for the Major Capital Investor Award. Culminating in the launch
of a custom-built 180000m² truck and bus radial tyre manufacturing
facility, the upgrade of the existing factory resulted in the increased
output of passenger car, SUV and 4x4 tyres to meet the African
continent’s quality tyre needs.
“As a leading tyre manufacturer, we consider being a well-rounded

(L-R) From Sumitomo Rubber South Africa - Nduduzo Chala, Group
Manager Strategic Planning; Warren May, Divisional Head: Sales
(OE); Riaz Haffejee, CEO; Hennel Nkonjela, Manager: Business
Development and Akira Sasaki, Director: Corporate Planning
holding the 2019 KZN Investor of the Year, Most Impactful Investor
and Major Capital Investor Awards. Bottom pictured with them is
(L-R) Vuyani Xhapha, Senior Associate: Automotive Engineering
and Rachel Ngema, Associate: Channel Development

wire forming machines, Capewell is able to handle all aspects of
manufacturing in-house; including metal forming, heat treatment as
well as electro-plating.

WIRE SPRINGS / FORMS • METAL PRESSINGS • POWER &
CONSTANT FORCE SPRINGS
Established in 1981 and part of the KERN-LIEBERS Group, new
NAACAM member - Capewell - has been a major supplier of metal
pressings, springs, wire forms and strip springs to various industries
including the automotive, electrical, construction, agricultural and
textile industries; to name a few.
Capewell is ISO9001:2015 approved and is a high-volume manufacturer
and supplier of metal pressings, springs, wire forms and strip springs.
We are your engineering and design partner when it comes to
developing your product as well as running small and once-off orders.
Comprising of its own internal tool room, metal presses and CNC

As a member of the KERN-LIEBERS Group
of Companies, Capewell is well positioned
to meet our customers exacting demands
by taking advantage of the experience and
technical know-how from within the group.
WHAT WE OFFER
Capabilities:
• Tool Room, Design, Feasibility
Studies, Metal Presses, CNC Wire
Forming, Heat Treatment, Jobbing,
Wire Straightening, Quality/Measuring,
Electro Plating, Grinding, Tumbling

Emile Coetzee
Managing Director

Product Groups:
• Metal Pressings/Stamping, Metal Clips, Wheel Weight Clips,
Battery Terminals, Lawnmower Blades, Springs (compression,
tension, torsion, strip, roll, constant force, power), Wire Forms,
Brick-cutting Wires, Underwires (underwear and swimwear), Shelf
Pushers

Recently, Capewell acquired a new electro plating line. This plant
is fully automated and has substantially increased Capewell’s
capacity for plating and production. Together with the new plating
plant, Capewell has installed a fully-fledged effluent treatment
plant to stay a step ahead in terms of compliance.
Telephone +27 (0)21 505 9400
sales@capewell.co.za
www.capewell.co.za
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Early Success of ASCCI’s Value Chain Localisation Programme

F

ollowing the closeout of the World Class Manufacturing
programme which ran from 2016 to 2018 and upgraded 70
firms, ASCCI reviewed its approach towards developing supplier
capability to better align with he goals of the SA Automotive
Masterplan.
The focus remains on competitiveness upgrading but an additional
requirement for participation was included into the newly launched
Value Chain Localisation Programme (VCL) in that going forward a
strong localisation opportunity must be pre-identified by the firm that
will be supported by a competitiveness upgrading intervention. Only
once this condition is met is participation confirmed. Furthermore,
firms in specific systems (seats, drive and interior trim systems) and
with certain processes (metal pressing/forming; plastic moulding/
harnessing; and trim/fabric/foam) are being prioritised given the
propensity of localisation opportunities that emerged from the ASCCI

Localisation survey.
The key objectives of the VCL programme is therefore to:
• Identify specific short-term, tangible localisation opportunities;
• Develop firm-level competitiveness and capabilities; and
• Support transformation within prioritized sub-sectors and value
chains.
To date two firms have completed the VCL programme with an
additional seven firms currently enrolled and displaying positive results
from their participation.
ASCCI has set an ambitious goal to implement a total of 55 VCL
projects over the next four years in order to achieve the objectives of
the SAAM to 2035.

Drive Your Competitiveness and Growth through the ASCCI Supplier Capability Programme
The Automotive Supply Chain Competitiveness Initiative (ASCCI) invites suppliers in the automotive industry to participate in its
Supplier Capability Programme.

Supplier Capability programmes are co-funded by ASCCI through the support of the DTI in collaboration
with NAACAM, NAAMSA and NUMSA.
To participate in the Value Chain Localisation Programme (VCL) contact the facilitators on (031) 764 6100 or ascci@bmanalysts.com
www.ascci.co.za
ASCCI is a national non-profit initiative jointly established and funded by government (Department of
Trade and Industry), industry (NAAMSA; NAACAM) and labour (NUMSA), to facilitate, coordinate and
oversee supplier competitiveness improvement initiatives in the South African automotive industry and
to set the strategic direction for specific practically oriented competitiveness improvement projects.

For decades CHEP has helped some of the top major global assembly
plants and component suppliers move their products (locally and globally)
to where they need to be, when they need to be there - with less waste, less
handling, less contamination, less transport, less space and less impact on
the environment.
Ofﬁce telephone
+27 (0)11 842 4400

www.chep.com
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The UK and Southern Africa Customs Union (and
Mozambique) conclude trade agreement

n the 10th September 2019, the UK and SACU
(and Mozambique) initialed an Economic
Partnership Agreement (EPA) which would allow
for uninterrupted trade after the UK departs from
the European Union (EU) after the 31st October 2019.
The agreement would ensure that trade continues
as usual, under preferential terms, even if the United
Kingdom leaves the EU without a deal. The agreement,
therefore, goes a long way in allaying fears within private
sector, of an unprecedented negative effect in supply
chains, in the increasingly likely event of a no-deal
Brexit. Under the terms of the agreement, South Africa,
Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Eswatini and Mozambique
can continue sourcing EU raw materials, which will
be regarded as originating, and therefore allowing the
industry to cumulate with EU materials and qualify for
preferential market access into the UK. This scenario will
continue for a period of 36 months, while SACU, Mozambique and the UK work
on a “built-in” agenda that would essentially resolve transitional provisions in the
agreement, such as continued recognition of establishments, technical barriers to
trade as well as trade documentation. Going forward, the next step will be to ensure
that SACU and the UK negotiate with the EU in order to allow for raw materials
imported from the UK to also be recognized as originating. This next phase will
however, most likely start after 31st October when the UK exits the EU.

Extract from NAAMSA Commentary of Vehicle
Sales in September 2019

Continental Designs
Tomorrow's Tyre

A

t the 2019 Frankfurt Motor Show (IAA),
Continental will be presenting Conti C.A.R.E.,
a comprehensive technology system. Conti
C.A.R.E. (Connected. Autonomous. Reliable.
Electrified.) stands for the fine-tuned networking of
wheel and tyre technology and the manageability
of the desired performance characteristics. These
characteristics are also closely aligned with the
requirements of electric and autonomous driving in
both individual and shared mobility scenarios.

The National Association of Automobile
Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA)
said that the slide in the performance of
the overall new vehicle market continued
into September 2019 but that the volume
passenger car segment reflected an
unexpected but welcome uptick, largely
supported by strong sales to the car rental
industry during the month. NAAMSA
confirmed that aggregate domestic new
vehicle sales, at 49,191 units, reflected
a decline of 439 units or 0,9 % from the
49,630 vehicles sold in September last
year. Monthly export sales had registered
a modest decline compared to the high
base level of the corresponding month last
year but the upward momentum remains
strong.

Medium (MCV) and heavy truck/bus
(HCV) segments:
• 790 and 1,789 units respectively - an
improvement of 14,0%, in the case of
MCVs
• Same figures for HCVs and buses in
2018

Reported industry sales of 49,191 (0,9%
decline from September 2018):
• estimated 37,707 units or 76,7%
represented dealer sales
• estimated 18,9% represented sales
to the vehicle rental industry
• 3,1% to industry corporate fleets
• 1,3% to government.

Consumers and businesses will continue
to delay purchasing decisions on big items
such as new vehicles until there is greater
economic stability and are more optimistic
about their economic future. The ABSA
PMI index tracking business conditions in
six months’ time also declined, expecting
the environment to worsen further going
forward.

New passenger car market:
• increase of 358 cars or 1,1% to 33
139 units compared to the 32,781
new cars sold in September 2018
• car rental industry accounted for
27,3%
Domestic sales of new light commercial
vehicles, bakkies and mini-buses:
• 13 473 units, a decline of 894 units
(6,2%) from 14,367 light commercial
vehicles sold during September 2018

Export sales
• 35,657 vehicles - a decline of 1 097
units (3,0%) compared to the high
base of 36,754 vehicles exported in
September 2018
• For the first nine months of 2019,
vehicle exports, at 297,065 units, are
now 47,050 vehicles (18,8%) higher
than the corresponding period last
year and well on track to achieve
another record in 2019.

Vehicle sales are a good leading indicator
of the economic climate in the country
and mirror the ongoing low business and
consumer confidence levels at present.
Although vehicle exports declined during
the month compared to the corresponding
month of last year, exports remain the
main driver of vehicle production activity
in the domestic market. The vehicle
export momentum remains upward with
the industry on track to achieve a new
record in 2019.

In combination with the web-based ContiConnect
Live application, Conti C.A.R.E. forms a flexible
system solution that can provide a means of tyre management for modern robo-taxi fleets, for example, boosting performance as well as helping
to optimize costs.
Conti C.A.R.E. tyres feature sensors that are built into the structure of the tyre. These sensors generate and continuously evaluate data concerning
tread depth, possible damage, tyre temperature and tyre pressure. This monitoring system, which goes by the name of ContiSense, transmits
information on the condition of the tyres to ContiConnect Live, facilitating efficient mobility management for fleet operators.
No less innovative is the idea of actively adjusting tyre pressures by means of centrifugal pumps built into the wheel. As the vehicle accelerates,
the centrifugal forces within the wheel act on the pump to generate compressed air. This PressureProof technology keeps the tyre pressure
constantly within the ideal range and helps achieve a sustainable drop in CO2 emissions. Any excess compressed air is stored in an integrated
tank. PressureBoost technology then uses this air to rapidly adapt the tyre pressures to various driving situations.
And in the SilentWheel concept, Continental will be presenting a modified wheel rim that reduces the vibrations generated while driving and
delivers superior ride quality.
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